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Abstract: In the traditional Content Delivery Network (CDN) environment, it faces the 
increasing challenge to provide satisfactory QoS to deliver the delay-sensitive or mission-
critical content such as medical videos. This paper presents the adaptive Optimal Route 
Service design to realise QoS functionalities for CDN applications, which considers the 
contextual information from both the service layer and network layer. It proposes an effective 
algorithm to compute the network topology for the ORS design. This paper also describes how 
to conduct the ORS experiment architecture based on DINA programmable platform. 

 

1. Introduction 
The advent of content distribution networks (CDN) has significantly improved Internet service performance and 
has a dramatic impact on the networking industry [1]. CDNs achieve its objectives by strategically deploying 
distributed Edges Servers (EDS) in different areas/countries in order to push content closer to clients [2]. Up to 
now, most CDN research has focused on how to effectively distribute the content from Origin Server to Edge 
Server [3] while the delivery network remains a bottleneck for CDN applications. Particularly, in the multimedia 
CDN environment [4](multimedia Content Discovery and Delivery Network project), as the content is highly 
time-sensitive and mission-crucial, how to provide the satisfied QoS services is a crucial issue for mCDN 
applications. Compared with other conventional networks, CDNs already contain valuable service and content 
metadata which describes each content QoS features before content was delivered from EDS to customers. This 
notable feature indicates that the QoS can be significantly improved once the network layer is aware of the 
service layer contextual information. In this paper, we present the adaptive Optimal Route Service to seamlessly 
interacting between the network layer and service layer as to realise QoS functionalities. Firstly, the scenario of 
adaptive ORS will be introduced. Then, it reviews the traditional context-aware services in the application and 
network layer and discusses its limitations in mCDN environment. After that, the adaptive ORS design algorithm 
will be presented and followed by its architecture design.  Finally, the conclusion will be drawn.  

 

2. Optimal Route Selection Scenario in CDNs 
As shown in figure 1, five content streams need to 
be delivered from R0 to R2 with one 80kb/s stream 
and four 8kb/s streams. In this network scenario, 
there are two links from R0 to R2: one link has a 
minimum 82k BW available while another link has 
40K BW available. If one 8kb/s stream has been 
routed via link R0-R1, then the 80kb/s stream 
cannot be delivered from either the R0-R1-R2 link 
or the R0-R2 link with the required QoS. This 
situation may very likely happen with traditional 
QoS solutions. For example, DiffServ only 
considers the packet priority for different types of 
applications and partially considers network 
conditions like available bandwidth. Thus, in this 
case, to successfully deliver these contents, the 
network layer nodes need to be  aware of the 

contextual information from service layer information. 
Specifically, in the adaptive Optimal Route Service design, firstly the service layer contextual information like 
explicit content metadata needs to be taken into account. Then, the network topology needs to be examined as 
well as the network metrics such as the available bandwidth, the delay etc. Based on the design, ORS will route 
the 80kbps content to link R0-R1-R2 while the other four streams are routed to R0-R2. If these five streams do 
not arrive at node R0 in the same time, ORS will optimise the network resource afterwards. 
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Figure 1: The optimal route service scenario in CDNs



 

3. Review of Context-aware Service 
In [7], Sun et al state that the context-awareness based information is regarded as the implicit input, which leads 
to the additional elements for service adaptation. They propose an application-centric context-awareness model 
to improve service availability and reliability. This model includes three methods: application transparent, 
application omniscient and application aware methods as shown below. However, concerning the ORS design in 
CDN environment, it is difficult to obtain application contextual information. But, the content metadata and 
other service context information has already been provided by mCDN such as Personalization and Profiling 
System (PPS) and Internet Media Guide (IMG) components 1 .  

Many studies have been presented to address network-level context-aware service design. In [[5]][[7]][[8]], the 
proposed service model allows applications to trade off the quality of the transferred objects to adapt to changing 
network conditions, e.g., to select low-quality version content to compensate for a long Round Trip Time (RTT). 
In [[6]], an adaptive MPEG-2 video transcoding mechanism has been presented by employing the network-aware 
service to adjust transmission rate rather than congestion management provided by transport layer protocols. As 
network context input for these solutions are derived from either application or network transport level, limited 
functionalities can be achieved. Particularly, due to the lack of the network topology context input, the service 
quality is highly restricted. Moreover, many contents in CDNs can not be reduced like medical videos.  In 
mCDN project desing, the DINA2 [10] active platform has been chosen for retrieving the network-level 
contextual information.   

4. Context-Aware ORS algorithm design 
As discussed above, the first input required in ORS is content metadata information such as content service type, 
bandwidth requirement and the size of content. One example of content service type is shown in the Table 1. 
According to this table, ORS will verify the predefined policy database and make different decisions, e.g. the 
flow reservation required for the ‘0101’ type. The flow-based traffic information can greatly help ORS prevent 
the rerouting (flipping) as the network conditions are dynamically and frequently changing.  

0001 ~ Best effort
0010 ~ voice content
0011 ~ video content
0100 ~ voice & video

0101 ~ mission critical (e.g.; medical video)
0111 ~ dynamic real-time content (financial stock data)
1000 ~ emergency content

 
Table 1: Content Service Types 

Once ORS has obtained the service context data, the network-level contextual information needs to be provided. 
Most network metrics can be directly obtained from reading the MIB database such as the physical bandwidth, 
the available bandwidth and the link delay etc. However, it is difficult to obtain and maintain the accurate 
network topology in a large-scale network, e.g. AS-level [9]. Since ORS is deployed on the distributed DINA 
platform, we only focus on the algorithm how to obtain the network topology knowledge in one sub-AS area.  

• The algorithm to obtain the Network Topology in ORS 
The algorithm to compute the complete network topology is the core part for the ORS design. In one sub-AS 
area, the network topology can be deduced by the following (1) and (2) equations. If there are N nodes in one 
network topology, the total number of possible links ϕ  is given as:   

2
*2

n
C=ϕ                                                         (1) 

where n is equal to N.  The number of possible routes Θ  between any two nodes is given as:     
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1 The details of the mCDN project architecture are at [4]  
2 http://context.upc.es/principal_licence.htm 
 



where n = N-2. This is can be examined by the following five-node’s network structure as shown in figure 2.  

Applying the above equations, from node A to A’, 
theoretically, the total number of routes is:  
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The total link number is: 
2
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*2 C=ϕ = 20. The ORS 

algorithm to compute available routes from A to A’ is shown 
in the following steps: 

(1) Physically, there exist 12 links in this network: AB, AC, BC, BB’, CB’, CA’, 
BA,CA,CB,B’B,B’C,A’C;   

(2) for 
0

3
P  : as the link AA’ can not be found in (1), the AA’ boolean value ={0}; 

(3) for 
1

3
P : B, B’,C = { {AB, BA’}, { AB’,B’A’},{AC,CA’}}= boolean:{ {0,0},{0,0}, {1, 1}}={0,0,1}. 

As the last boolean value is equal to {1}, only the link ACA’ is true; 

(4) for 
2

3
P : BB’, BC, B’B, B’C, CB, CB’ = boolean:{0,1,0,0,0,0};  the link ABCA’ is true; 

(5) for 
3

3
P : BB’C, BCB’, B’BC, B’CB, CBB, CB’B = boolean:{1,0,0,0,0,0};  the link ABB’C is true;  

Thus, there are 3 links that are available from node A to A’ in this scenario: ACA’, ABCA’ and ABB’C. Since 
there is more than one link available, initially, which one is the best ORS should consider?  We can compute the 
usage possibility for every link using the above equations as shown in the following table.  

Link A'C BC CA' CB AC B'C CA CB' AB BA B'B BB'
Value 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 12 12 12 12
P(L) 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.075 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.090 0.090 0.090 0.090

 
Table 2: the link usage probability in five-node’s network topology 

The table 2 shows that four links’ (AB,BA,B’B and BB’)usage probability is higher than others. The link 
ABCA’ usage probability sum is equal to 0.24 (AB+BC+CA’), which is smaller than the link ABB’C value 
0.263.As a result, the link ABCA’ priority in ORS is higher than the link ABB’C.  Once ORS has obtained the 
network topological context information, it will request Information Broker based on DINA platform to retrieve 
the minimum available BW for each available link. Finally, ORS can make decisions to optimise content 
delivery while also maximising network resource utilisation.  
 

4. ORS experiment architecture design 
This architecture employs the DINA [10] active platform to model the different layer contextual information by 
the active codes. Three Linux-based routers R0, R1 and R2 are included in this experiment which constructs 
three subnets: 192.168.[1-3].0 as shown below. 
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Figure 3: Network-aware ORS experiment architecture 
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Figure 2: one five-node's network topology algorithm in ORS



The VLC video stream server is installed in R2 as a simulated Edge Server while R0 simulates the mCDN client. 
The ORS architecture comprises three sub components: 

 Context Manager (CM): acts as server that receives the context data from clients and stores it in a context 
database. In this experiment, CM is deployed in R2. There is one CM daemon that is responsible to 
communicate with ORS agent and context sensor. It has the complete network-centric context paradigm 
picture, and performs the ORS algorithm based on predefined policies. CM programs the decision and sends 
out the active code to the ORS agent in IP active packets. 

 Context Sensor (CS): designed for the purpose of capturing the required context information. In the OSPF 
environment, the interface has been designed in CS to access the OSPF MIB via SNMP to obtain network-
level network feedback. CS periodically reads the MIB  It sends updated contextual information to CM as it 
perceives changing conditions, such as a link becoming congested. 

 ORS Agent: ORS Agent is able to execute active code to perform the re-route action. Moreover, since ORS 
agent has the flow knowledge for each content, it can reserve the bandwidth for the running flow, unless 
Context Manager issues a new action. 

 

5. Conclusion 
This paper presents an innovative optimal route service mechanism to realise QoS functionalities for CDN 
applications. After presenting the ORS scenario in CDNs, it argues that both service layer and network layer 
contextual information need to be considered for the ORS design. The proposed network topology computation 
algorithm shows it can greatly improve the ORS decision-making. Finally, how to design the ORS experiment 
architecture also has been described. 
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